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Near-Eye Sequential Light-Field Projector with Correct Monocular

Depth Cues

Field

[0001] The present invention concerns a light-field projector for

projecting a virtual image t o the eyes of a user having optimized

monocular depth cues. The present invention further relates t o an

augmented reality device comprising said light-field projector.

Description of related art

[0002] Conventional three-dimensional (3D) displays and projectors

provide the illusion of depth in projected images mostly by binocular cues

and, in case of head mounted displays and near-eye projectors with a

motion tracking ability, also motion cues. Another minor depth cues are

typically present as well. Stereoscopic 3D displays and projectors deliver t o

each of the viewer's eyes an image which corresponds t o the image of a 3D

scene as seen from the different viewpoint of each eye and, if possible,

change the images according t o the motion of the viewer's head in order

t o imitate his changing viewpoint in an artificially generated 3D scene. In

conventional 3D displays and projectors, the binocular and motion depth

cues are usually in conflict with monocular depth cues such as an eye

accommodation and an image blur associated due t o a finite depth of field.

[0003] A n eye contains a variable lens which - in an actual world - must

be focused on the distance of the observed object in order t o project its

sharp image on an eye retina. Objects in another distances are out of focus

and their image on a retina is blurred. The conventional 3D displays and

projectors however provide an image t o each eye from a planar screen or

by a direct retinal projection using a scanning laser beam or a light-field

with almost zero aperture stop. The former requires that an eye is focused

on the distance of the optical image of the planar screen in an optical

system. Here and hereafter, the term "optical image" means the apparent

position of an object as seen through an optical system. Pictures displayed



on the planar screen are either all sharp or a blur is already present in them

and cannot be unblurred with an eye accommodation. When an eye

focuses on any other distance than that of the optical image of the display,

the retinal image of the displayed pictures is blurred. The retinal projection

creates an always-in-focus image of the projected picture on a retina and

the eye accommodation influences only the image size and position. A n

always-in-focus light-field carries shadows of all imperfections such as dust

specks in the optical path.

[0004] Several concepts t o create correct monocular depth cues in an

artificially projected light of a 3D scene were suggested; including (i)

holographic displays; (ii) near-eye projectors with fast vari-focal optical

elements such as a free-form mirror combined with a display such as Digital

Micromirror Device (DMD); (iii) displays with optics which actively controls

the distance of the optical image of the display and creates corresponding

blur in the displayed pictures according t o the measured or estimated focal

length of an eye; (iv) displays, which spatially multiplex displayed pictures

by a microlens array or point-light array back-light. Each of the concepts

have certain advantages and disadvantages. Holographic displays are, in

theory, able t o provide full correct light-field of an artificial 3D scene, but

they suffer from diffraction and chromatic artifacts, require a large amount

of input data, coherent light sources, and high-resolution phase and

amplitude modulation of light. The fast vari-focal lenses and free-form

mirrors are delicate components that are not mass produced and their

optical properties suffer from optical imperfections. Projectors with actively

controlled distance of the optical image of a screen and the artificial blur in

the displayed pictures requires measurement or estimation of a focal length

of an eye and the consequent adaptation of the projector optics and digital

blur. This concept suffers from measurement errors complicated by

differences between individual eyes, and it indeed does not provide a

correct light-field, it only imitates the effects of a light-field. Achieving

commercially attractive image resolution with the concept of spatial

multiplexing of images by microlens array or point-light backlight with

transparent spatial light modulator requires special small pitch high-

resolution displays because each image point of an artificial scene is



displayed multiple-times at the same moment in order t o make the blur in

the retinal image correctly dependent on the focal length of an eye. Their

use as see-through displays in augmented reality applications is

complicated by the fact that the microlens array concept includes a non-

transparent display and the point-light array concept is bulky. Multiple

other concepts based on temporal multiplexing of images with nematic

liquid crystal or organic light emitting diode displays suffer from small

refresh times of these displays.

[0005] Conventional displays and projectors do not produce light-field

with correct monocular depth cues. Light-field displays and projectors that

are known t o be under development are based on special components, do

not have satisfactory parameters, or are not doable in near future due t o

technical limitations. See more details below.

Summary

[0006] The present invention relates t o electronic and optic devices

which project digitally processed information t o the eyes of a user. More

specifically it relates t o the devices which create light of a visual scene and

project the light from close proximity of the eyes t o the eyes. The projected

light can be superimposed with the natural light entering the eyes from the

real world. The projected artificial light has such properties that the

receiving eye can naturally change focus on different distances of objects in

the projected visual scene as well as in the real world and can observe their

realistic blur and depth of field. The invention relates also t o the devices

which have a small form factor and can be used as everyday wearable

eyewear which superimposes contextual digital information into the

naturally observed real world.

[0007] The purpose of this invention is t o create an artificial light-field

and deliver the light-field t o an eye of a viewer. More particularly, the

light-field projection is configured in a small form-factor device which

projects the light-field from the proximity of an eye t o the eye and is able



t o mix the projected light-field with the light which enters the eye pupil of

a viewer from the real world.

[0008] The disclosed invention is a near-eye light-field projector which

provides correct monocular depth cues t o a viewer. The projector generates

an artificial light-field by temporal-multiplexing and sequential projection

of plurality of always-in-focus light-field components into a pupil of a

viewer. Due t o the natural vision latency, the viewer perceives composed

light-field and experiences realistic monocular depth cues such as a correct

eye accommodation and the associated image blur.

[0009] The near-eye light-field projector disclosed in this invention

produces a light-field with realistic monocular depth cues which creates

viewer's perception of the realistic finite depth of field and correct

accommodation in an artificially generated 3D scene. The light-field

projector provides practically infinite and almost continuous range of

depths, high image resolution, low image persistence, is doable with

reliable currently mass produced components, and it can be embedded in a

system with thin transparent glasses for an augmented reality application.

[0010] The projector provides light-field of a 3D scene t o the eyes of any

human or animal.

[001 1] A user of the light-field projector experiences realistic monocular

depth cues in the projected light-field. The projector is suitable for delivery

of 3D virtual and augmented reality information with the comfort of the

correct eye accommodation.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0012] The invention will be better understood with the aid of the

description of an embodiment given by way of example and illustrated by

the figures, in which:

Figure 1a illustrates the projection of a pinhole-aperture light-

field, according t o an embodiment;



Figure 1b illustrates the projection of another pinhole-aperture

light-field, according t o an embodiment;

Figure 1c illustrates a wide-aperture light-field from plurality of

pinhole-aperture light-fields, according t o an embodiment;

Figure 2a shows a retinal image of a pinhole-aperture light-field,

according t o an embodiment;

Figure 2b shows a retinal image of another pinhole-aperture

light-field, according t o an embodiment;

Figure 2c shows a retinal image composed of two pinhole-

aperture light-fields, according t o an embodiment;

Figure 2d shows a retinal image composed of two pinhole-

aperture light-fields, according t o another embodiment;

Figure 2e shows a retinal image composed of two pinhole-

aperture light-fields, according t o another embodiment;

Figures 3a shows a retinal image of a light-field composed of

nine pinhole-aperture light-fields, according t o an embodiment;

Figures 3b shows a retinal image of a light-field composed of

nine pinhole-aperture light-fields, according t o another embodiment;

Figures 3c shows a retinal image of a light-field composed of nine

pinhole-aperture light-fields, according t o another embodiment;

Figures 3d shows a retinal image of the light-field composed of

hundred pinhole-aperture light-fields, according t o an embodiment;

Figures 3e shows a retinal image of the light-field composed of

hundred pinhole-aperture light-fields, according t o another embodiment;

Figures 3f shows a retinal image of the light-field composed of

hundred pinhole-aperture light-fields, according t o another embodiment;

Figure 4a represents a schematic view of a light-field projector

during an illumination step, according t o an embodiment;

Figure 4b represents a schematic view of the light-field projector

of Fig. 4a, during another illumination step;



Figure 4c represents a schematic view of the light-field projector

of Fig. 4a, showing a plurality of illumination steps;

Figure 5a represents the light-field projector, according t o

another embodiment;

Figure 5b represents the light-field projector of Fig. 5a, during a

sequential projection;

Figure 6 represents the light-field projector, according t o another

embodiment;

Figure 7 shows a sequential illumination steps, according t o an

embodiment;

Figure 7b shows four halftone image components, according t o

an embodiment;

Figure 8 shows a sequential illumination steps, according t o

another embodiment;

Figure 9 shows the light-field projector, according t o another

embodiment;

Figure 10 represents an augmented reality device, according t o

an embodiment;

Figure 11a represents the light-field projector, according t o yet

another embodiment;

Figure 11b shows a top view of the light-field projector of Fig.

11a;

Figure 11c shows a top view of the light-field projector,

according t o another embodiment;

Figure 11d shows a top view of the light-field projector,

according t o another embodiment;

Figure 11e shows a front view of the light-field projector,

according t o another embodiment;

Figure 12a represents the light-field projector, according t o yet

another embodiment;



Figure 12b represents shows a top view of the light-field

projector, according t o another embodiment;

Figure 12c represents shows a top view of the light-field

projector, according to another embodiment;

Figure 12d represents shows a top view of the light-field

projector, according to another embodiment;

Figure 12e represents the light-field projector, according t o yet

another embodiment;

Figure 12f represents shows a top view of the light-field

projector, according t o another embodiment;

Figure 12g represents shows a top view of the light-field

projector, according to another embodiment;

Figure 13a represents an element comprising a point-light source

in the light-field projector, according t o an embodiment;

Figure 13b represents the element, according t o another

embodiment;

Figure 13c represents the element, according t o yet another

embodiment;

Figure 13d represents the element, according to another

embodiment;

Figure 13e represents the element, according t o another
embodiment;

Figure 13f represents a see-through box of the light-field

projector, according t o an embodiment;

Figure 13g represents a see-through box of the light-field

projector, according to another embodiment;

Figure 14a shows a retroreflective display of the light-field

projector, according t o an embodiment;

Figure 14b shows the retroreflective display, according to

another embodiment;



Figure 14c shows the retroreflective display, according t o yet

another embodiment;

Figure 14c shows the retroreflective display, according t o yet

another embodiment;

Figure 1 a shows a front view of an augmented reality device,

according to another embodiment;

Figure 1 b shows a rear view of the augmented reality device,

according t o another embodiment;

Figure 1 c shows a front view of the augmented reality device,

according t o another embodiment; and

Figure 1 d shows a rear view of the augmented reality device,

according to another embodiment.

Detailed Description of possible embodiments

[0013] Figure 1a is an illustration of the projection of a pinhole-aperture

light-field 16 from a 3D scene with objects 12 and 14 through a virtual

pinhole 20 into the eye pupil 10 and onto the retina 24, according t o

embodiment. Figure 1b is an illustration of the projection of another

pinhole-aperture light-field 18 from a 3D scene with objects 12 and 14

through another virtual pinhole 22 into the eye pupil 10 and onto the

retina 24 and Figure 1c is an illustration of the composition of a wide-

aperture light-field 26 from plurality of pinhole-aperture light-fields.

[0014] The pupil 10 is an eye pupil of a typical diameter between 2 to 8

mm. The distant object 12 is any object located in a virtual 3D scene in a

larger distance than a near object 14. The near (or near eye) object 14 is an

object located in a virtual 3D scene. The pinhole-aperture light-field 16 is a

radial light-field with almost zero diameter of its aperture stop which is

determined by the size of a point-light source or a pinhole filter, and it

carries a light-field component from a 3D scene which is supposed t o be

seen through the virtual pinhole 20. Another pinhole-aperture light-field

18 is a radial light-field with almost zero diameter of its aperture stop

whose virtual pinhole 22 is in another location than the virtual pinhole 20.



The virtual pinhole 20 is an intersection point of the rays of the radial

pinhole-aperture light-field 16. It is a modulated image of a point-light

source or a pinhole. Another virtual pinhole 22 is an intersection point of

the rays of the radial pinhole-aperture light-field 18. The retina 24 is the

light-sensing part of an eye. The wide-aperture light-field 26 is a light-field

with enough large aperture stop that its light enters at least partly an eye

pupil 10. For this purpose the exit pupil given by the diameter of its

aperture stop is preferably between 5 and 100 mm.

[0015] The rays 27 are the rays of a light-field after reflection from SLM.

[0016] Fig. 2a shows a retinal image 66 (corresponding t o a projected

image) of the pinhole-aperture light-field 16 and Fig. 2b shows a retinal

image 68 of another pinhole-aperture light-field 18. Fig. 2c shows a retinal

image 70 composed of two pinhole-aperture light-fields 16 and 18 when an

eye 132 is focused on the distant object 12. Figure 2d is a retinal image 72

composed of two pinhole-aperture light-fields 16 and 18 when an eye 132

is focused between the distant object 12 and the near object 14. Figure 2e

is a retinal image 74 composed of two pinhole-aperture light-fields 16 and

18 when an eye 132 is focused on the near object 14.

[0017] Fig. 3a is a retinal image 76 of a light-field composed of nine

pinhole-aperture light-fields when an eye 132 is focused on the distant

object 12 . Fig, 3b shows a retinal image 78 of a light-field composed of

nine pinhole-aperture light-fields when an eye 132 is focused between the

12 and 14. Fig. 3c shows a retinal image 80 of a light-field composed of

nine pinhole-aperture light-fields when an eye 132 is focused on the near

object 14. Fig. 3d shows a retinal image 82 of the light-field composed of

hundred pinhole-aperture light-fields when an eye 132 is focused on the

distant object 12 . Fig. 3e is a retinal image 84 of the light-field composed

of hundred pinhole-aperture light-fields when an eye 132 is focused

between the objects 12 and 14 and Fig. 3f shows a retinal image 86 of the

light-field composed of hundred pinhole-aperture light-fields when an eye

132 is focused on the near object 14.



[0018] Fig. 4a is a diagram of one illumination step which produces a

pinhole-aperture light-field 16 from an incident radial light-field 38 that is

produced by point-light 34, guided through the optics 32, and modulated

by reflection from a Spatial Light Modulator (SLM) 30. Fig. 4b is a diagram

of another illumination step which produces a pinhole-aperture light-field

18 from an incident radial light-field 40 that is produced by another point-

light 36, guided through the optics 32, and modulated by reflection from

the SLM 30. Fig. 4c is a diagram of composition of a wide-aperture light-

field 26 from sequential projection of plurality of pinhole-aperture light-

fields.

[0019] The point-light array 28 is an array of point-light sources

distributed on a two-dimensional plane. The point-light array 28 can be

also one or three-dimensional in other embodiments.

[0020] The SLM 30 is a fast reflective Spatial Light Modulator such as

DMD or Ferroelectric Liquid Crystal on Silicon (FLCOS). The guiding optics

32 is a set of optical elements which guides the light from the point-light

array 28 t o the SLM 30 and t o the pupil 10. The point-light 34 is a source of

light with small diameter such as a light emitting diode with a pinhole

mask or an exit of an optical fiber or another small diameter light source.

Another point-light 36 is a source of light with small diameter which is

located in another place than the point-light 34.

[0021] The incident light-field 38 is a light-field of radial rays emitted

from the point-light 34. Another incident light-field 40 is a light-field of

radial rays emitted from another point-light 36.

[0022] The element 29 is a composed object comprising essentially a

source of light 34 and a fully transparent mirror 58 or semi-transparent

mirror 59. A n array of plurality of elements 29 then represents the array of

plurality of point-light sources 28 and, at the same time, a reflective Fourier

filter which performs the function of Fourier filter 54.



[0023] The source of collimated light 37 is, for example, a laser source or

collimated light from an incoherent point light source which illuminates a

diffusing element 148 in an element 29 which converts the collimated light

beam into a uniform radial light-field.

[0024] The rays 4 1-are the rays of incident radial light-field from a light-

source such as 34.

[0025] Fig. 5a is a particular preferred embodiment of the light-field

projector with a reflective SLM 30, a total internal reflection prism 44, a

collimator 42 and an eyepiece optics 46. Fig. 5b is a diagram of production

of the light-field of a virtual point object 48 by sequential projection of

plurality of its rays by reflection of an incident light from SLM 30 displaying

the source images of the virtual point 50.

[0026] The collimator 42 is an optional convex lens which transforms an

incident radial narrow-aperture light-field into a light-field with parallel

rays and, therefore, planar waves. The total internal reflection prism 44 is

an optical element which reflects light rays with larger than total reflection

angle. The eyepiece 46 is an optical element, such as a convex lens, mirror

or set of lenses or mirrors, which concentrates an incident light into a light-

field cone which enters at least partly the eye pupil 10. The virtual point

object 48 is any point in a virtual 3D scene. The source images of the virtual

point 50 is a sequence of images of the virtual point object 48 on the SLM

30.

[0027] Fig. 6 is an alternative embodiment of the light-field projector

with additional optics 52 and 56 and a Fourier filter 54.

[0028] The convex lens 52 is an optical element which performs optical

Fourier transformation of the light-field which enters it. The adjusting lens

56 is any optical element which adjusts propagation of the projected light-

field and improves some parameters of the projected light-field.



[0029] Fig. 7a is a diagram of particular sequential illumination of SLM

30 shown on an example of four point-lights 28 and four image

components.

[0030] Fig. 7b is an example of four halftone image components

displayed at SLM 30 for individual active point lights in the point-light array

28.

[0031] Fig. 8 shows a diagram of a particular temporal mixing of

illumination of SLM 30 between illumination sequences.

[0032] Fig. 9 shows an alternative embodiment of the light-field

projector with inclined point-light array 28 and inclined mirrors 58 for

incorporation of the projector in a stereoscopic augmented reality system

observing an actual world 60 (distant image from objects at distance vision)

through transparent glasses.

[0033] Fig. 10 illustrates an augmented reality device with an array of

small inclined mirrors 58 on thin transparent glasses 64 and with two light-

field projector engines 62.

[0034] The inclined mirrors 59 (Fig. 13) and 58 are small-diameter

partially or totally reflective mirrors (sub-mirror), respectively, arranged in

an array which reflects pinhole-aperture light-fields in the locations of their

virtual pinholes. The diameter of the inclined mirrors is preferably between

250 and 2000 micrometers. The real world 60 is an actual world. The light-

field projector engine 62 is a projector which produces a light-field with

finite aperture stop by means of temporal multiplexing of plurality of light-

fields with almost zero diameters of their aperture stops. The glasses 64 are

any transparent or partly transparent glasses or, in general, a solid

transparent box or monolith of transparent material.

[0035] (Fig. 2) The always-in-focus retinal image 66 is an image of a

virtual scene as projected by the pinhole-aperture light-field 16 on the

retina 24. Another always-in-focus retinal image 68 is an image of a virtual



scene as projected by the pinhole-aperture light-field 18 on the retina 24.

Note the mutual shift of the images of the distant object 12 and the near

object 14 on the images 66 and 68. The retinal image 70 is an image

composed from two pinhole-aperture light-fields 16 and 18 when an eye

132 is focused on the distant object 12 . The retinal image 72 is an image

composed from two pinhole-aperture light-fields 16 and 18 when an eye

132 is focused between the distant object 12 and the near object 14. The

retinal image 74 is an image composed from two pinhole-aperture light-

fields 16 and 18 when an eye 132 is focused on the near object 14.

[0036] The retinal image 76 (see Fig. 3a) is an image projected with a

light-field 26 composed of nine pinhole-aperture light-fields when an eye

132 is focused on the distant object 12 . The point-light array 28 is in this

case a rectangular two-dimensional array of three times three point-lights.

The retinal image 78 (see Fig. 3b) is an image projected with a light-field 26

composed of the nine pinhole-aperture light-fields when an eye 132 is

focused between the distant object 12 and the near object 14. The retinal

image 80 (see Fig. 3c) is an image projected with a light-field 26 composed

of nine pinhole-aperture light-fields when an eye 132 is focused on the

near object 14.

[0037] The retinal image 82 (see Fig. 3d) is an image projected with a

light-field 26 composed of hundred pinhole-aperture light-fields when an

eye 132 is focused on the distant object 12 . Here the point-light array 28

has ten times ten point-lights arranged in a rectangular two-dimensional

array. The retinal image 84 (see Fig. 3e) is an image projected with a light-

field composed of hundred pinhole-aperture light-fields when an eye 132 is

focused between the objects 12 and 14. The retinal image 86 (see Fig. 3e) is

an image projected with a light-field 26 composed of hundred pinhole-

aperture light-fields when an eye 132 is focused on the near object 14.

[0038] The exemplar retinal images 82, 84 and 86 illustrate that if a

large number of different pinhole-aperture light-fields is projected in a fast

enough sequence, it is perceived by a viewer as a wide-aperture light-field

26 which creates smooth image blur on the retina 24 which is dependent



on the focal length of an eye 132. The display control electronics 88 (see

Fig. 4c) is a circuit which produces, formats and exports signal which creates

an image on SLM 30. The illumination control electronics 90 is a circuit

which produces, formats and exports signal which powers specific point-

lights in the point-light array 28 in a specific time dependent fashion. The

synchronization 92 is a communication between display and point-light

control electronics 88 and 90 which controls which image component is

illuminated on SLM 30 by which specific point-light. The image signal 94 is

a conditioned electronic signal which creates sequence of image

components on SLM 30. The illumination signal 96 is a conditioned

electronic signal which causes the sequence of light emissions from point-

lights in the point-light array 28.

[0039] The active point-light 98 is a point-light which emits light in the

actual illumination step (see Fig. 7a) or sequence (see Fig. 8). The inactive

point-light 100 is a point-light which does not emit light in the actual step

(Fig. 7) or sequence (Fig. 8). The sequence of image components 102 is a

temporal sequence of images which are displayed one after another on

SLM 30. The illumination on/off 104 is a time dependent signal which

determines an average intensity of illumination of SLM 30 from a point-

light in the point-light array 28. The position of an active point-light 106 is

a diagram of illumination sequence which shows position of an active

point-light 98 in the point-light array 28 in an actual image frame. The

image frame 108 is a time period during which one point-light illuminates

one image component with a specific average light intensity. The image

component 110 is an image which is displayed on SLM 30 and which carries

at least part of an information that composes the wide-aperture light-field

26. Another image component 112 is an image which carries another part

of an information that composes the wide-aperture light-field 26. The

illumination step 114 is a part of the signal which control light emission of

an active point-light 98 in order t o determine its average illumination

intensity. Another illumination step 114 is another part of signal which

controls light emission of another active point-light 98 in another frame.

The example of an image component sequence 118 is a sequence of images

which represent examples of image components displayed on SLM 30. Note



the mutual (and exaggerated) shifts of objects in the displayed image

components 120, 122, 124 and 126 and their correlation with the position

of an active point-light 98 in an actual frame. The displayed image

component 120, 122, 124, or 126 is an example of an image that is

displayed in an image frame such as 108 on SLM 30. The image sequence

128 is an illumination and projection sequence which composes a part of

the light-field 26. Another image sequence 130 an optional complementary

or redundant illumination and projection sequence which completes or

densifies the projected light-field 26. The eye 132 is any human or animal

eye.

[0040] Fig. 11a represents an alternative embodiment of the light-field

projector configured as a small transparent see-through box 134 with

embedded elements of the light-field projector. Fig. 11b shows a top or

side view of the light-field projector of Fig. 11a, configured as a small see-

through box 134 with embedded components of the light-field projector

and with an example of a radial cone of a pinhole-aperture light-field 38

from a single point-light source inside one of the elements 29 passing

through a lens 52 t o the SLM 30 and envelope of the pinhole-aperture

light-field 16 modulated by reflection of pinhole-aperture light-field 38

from SLM 30 through the lens 52 t o another element 29 where the pinhole-

aperture light-field 16 has an apex and reflects at least partly towards the

eye retina 24.

[0041] Fig. 11c shows a top or side view of yet another embodiment of

the light-field projector, configured as a small see-through box 134 with

embedded components of the light-field projector and with an example of

pinhole-aperture light-field 40 from a single light-source inside one of the

elements 29 passing through a lens 52 t o the SLM 30 and envelope of the

pinhole-aperture light-field 18 modulated by reflection from SLM 30

through the lens 52 t o another element 29 where the pinhole-aperture

light-field 18 has an apex and reflects at least partly towards the eye

retina 24.



[0042] Fig. 11d shows a top or side view of yet another embodiment of

the light-field projector, configured as a small see-through box 134 with

embedded components of the light-field projector and with an example of

composed light-field 26 entering the eye 132 through the pupil 10 and

reaching eye retina 24.

[0043] Fig. 11e shows a front or rear view of yet another embodiment of

the light-field projector, configured as a small see-through box 134 with

embedded components of the light-field projector and with an example of

light path 38 from a single light-source inside one of the elements 29

through lens 52 t o the SLM 30 and path of the modulated pinhole-aperture

light-field 18 from SLM 30 through the lens 52 t o another element 29.

[0044] The see-through box with embedded components of light-field

projector 134 is an essential part of alternative embodiments of transparent

see-through device that is suitable for mixing the artificially projected light-

field with the natural light-field that enters an eye pupil 10 from

surrounding natural world.

[0045] Fig. 12a is an alternative embodiment of the light-field projector

configured as a small see-through box 134 with embedded components of

the light-field projector which perform sequential spatial light modulation

by retro-reflection caused by the combination of a layer system 136 and the

SLM 30.

[0046] Fig. 12b shows a top or side view of yet another embodiment of

the light-field projector, configured as a small see-through box 134 with

embedded components of the light-field projector and with an example of

a radial pinhole-aperture light-field 38 that is modulated and retro-

reflected by combination of layer system 136 and SLM 30 as a pinhole-

aperture light-field 16 back t o the active element 29 which reflects the

pinhole-aperture light-field 16 t o the eye pupil 10 and t o the eye retina 24.

[0047] Fig. 12c shows a top or side view of yet another embodiment of

the light-field projector, configured as a small see-through box 134 with



embedded components of the light-field projector and with an example of

another radial cone of pinhole-aperture light-field 40 that is modulated

and retro-reflected by combination of layer system 136 and SLM 30 as

pinhole-aperture light-field 18 back t o the active element 29 which reflects

the pinhole-aperture light-field 18 t o the eye pupil 10 and t o the eye retina

24.

[0048] Fig. 12d shows a top or side view of yet another embodiment of

the light-field projector, configured as a small see-through box 134 with

embedded components of the light-field projector and with plurality of

radial pinhole-aperture light-fields which, in sequence, compose the light-

field 26.

[0049] Fig. 12e shows yet another embodiment of the light-field

projector, configured as a small see-through box 134 with embedded

elements 29 inside the transparent box 64 and with layer system 136 and

the SLM 30 outside the box 64.

[0050] Fig. 12f shows a top or side view of yet another embodiment of

the light-field projector, configured as a small see-through box 134 with

embedded elements 29 inside the transparent box 64, with layer system 136

and the SLM 30 outside the box 64 and with plurality of radial pinhole-

aperture light-fields which, in sequence, compose the light-field 26.

[0051] Fig. 12g shows a top or side view of another alternative

embodiment of the light-field projector configured as a small see-through

box 134 with embedded elements 29 inside the transparent box 64, with

layer system 136 and the SLM 30 outside the box 64 and with plurality of

radial pinhole-aperture light-fields which, in sequence, compose the light-

field 26.

[0052] The layer system 136 which, in combination with a reflective SLM

30, constitutes a retroreflective display can comprise, for instance, a

microlens array or a grid of parallel and perpendicular mirrors, which are

placed in the proximity t o the reflective surface of conventional reflective



displays such as FLCOS or DMD, respectively. The combination of the layer

system 136 and the reflective SLM 30 functions as a retro-reflective display.

[0053] Fig. 13a represents an idealized element 29 with point-light

source 34 and a partly reflecting and partly transparent mirror 59 and with

out-of-scale illustrated SLM 30 with layer system 136 which together cause

retroreflection of the incident light 38 from SLM which creates modulated

pinhole-aperture light-field 16 with cone apex in the initial light source 34

beside which the pinhole-aperture light-field 16 partly reflects towards an

eye.

[0054] Fig. 13b shows a preferred embodiment of the element 29 with

point-light source 34 in transparent holder 1 0 (first transparent holder)

and a partly reflecting and partly transparent mirror 59 on a transparent

holder 15 1 (second transparent holder), with light absorbing coating 138,

light forming optics 140 and transparent powering wires 142 and 144.

[0055] Fig. 13c shows another embodiment of the element 29 with

point-light source 34 in transparent holder 1 0 and a fully reflecting mirror

58 on a transparent holder 15 1 or 150, with light absorbing coating 138,

light forming optics 140 and transparent powering wires 142 and 144.

[0056] Fig. 13d shows another embodiment of the element 29 with light

diffusing element 148 inside transparent holder 1 0 where it is illuminated

by beam 146, with a fully reflecting mirror 58 on a transparent holder 1 1

or 1 0 and with light absorbing coating 138.

[0057] Fig. 13e shows another embodiment of the element 29 with light

diffusing element 148 inside transparent holder 1 0 where it is illuminated

by beam 146, with partly reflecting and partly transparent mirror 59 on a

transparent holder 15 1 and with light absorbing coating 138.

[0058] Fig. 13f illustrates an example of wiring of transparent electrodes

142 and 144 from illumination control electronics 90 t o active elements 29

and an exemplar location of display control electronics 88.



[0059] Fig. 13g illustrates an example of external illumination of

elements 29 by external sources of collimated light 37.

[0060] The light absorbing coating 138 is any coating which prevents the

light rays from a light-source 34 t o propagate t o undesired directions such

as directly t o the eye pupil 10. The optical element 140 is any element

which shapes and homogenizes the light emitted from the light source 34

into a cone of uniform radial light such as pinhole-aperture light-field 38.

The optical element 140 comprises, for instance, a light diffusing layer such

as a translucent coating on the surface of the light source 34 and a pinhole

filter in the vicinity of the diffusing layer or a convex lens which project the

diffused (homogenized) light 38 with small diameter aperture stop and

illuminates uniformly the SLM 30. The optical element 140 can comprise

also a hollow box which is coated with light reflecting and diffusing layer

on the inner walls and has an opening t o emit the homogenized radial

light cone such as pinhole-aperture light-field 38 of the light source 34 that

is inside the hollow box and is coated with translucent diffusing layer or is

oriented in such way that it does not emit light directly from the hollow

box but only after reflection from the light diffusing coating.

[0061] Fig. 14a shows a perspective view and Fig. 14b shows a side or

top view of a layer system 136 functioning as a retro-reflective display

when in combination with the spatial light modulator 30, according t o an

embodiment. Here, the spatial light modulator 30 comprises a polarization

rotating layer 1 6 such as that of FLCOS, and the layer system 136

comprises a polarization filter 160 and a microlens array with lenses 1 8

with focal length equal t o the smallest distance between the lens and the

reflecting surface 156. Fig. 14b shows the bright pixel 1 2 and the dark

pixels 1 4 of the polarization rotating layer 1 6 (see below).

[0062] Fig. 14c shows a perspective view and Fig. 14d shows a side or top

view of the layer system 136 t o be used in combination with the reflective

SLM 30 such as t o function as a retroreflective display, according t o another

embodiment. Here, the reflective SLM 30 comprises tilting mirrors 162 such

as those of DMD and the layer system 136 comprises a grid of fixed



reflective surfaces 166 that are parallel o r perpendicular t o each other and

perpendicular t o mirrors 162 in the position corresponding t o an active

bright pixel. The mirrors of bright pixels and the mirrors 166 constitute

cube corner retroreflectors.

[0063] The transparent holders 1 0 and 1 1 of the light source 34 and

the mirror 58 or partly-transparent mirror 59 are, in general, any

transparent objects which physically hold the said objects 34, 58, 59 in the

desired position and orientation. It can be, for instance, specifically shaped

pieces of silicon or acrylic glass.

[0064] The bright pixel 1 2 of a reflective SLM 30 is a pixel which reflects

an incident ray 4 1 in such way that the reflected ray becomes intended part

of modulated pinhole-aperture light-field such as 16 or 18 and finally of

the composed light-field 26. The dark pixel 1 4 of a reflective SLM is a pixel

which does not reflect an incident ray 4 1 in such way that the reflected ray

becomes intended part of modulated pinhole-aperture light-field such as

16 or 18 and finally of the composed light-field 26. The ray reflected from

the dark pixel 1 4 is absorbed outside the eye retina 24. The reflective

surface 1 6 of the SLM is the mirror part with image pattern of FLCOS,

DMD, or other deflective display. Microlens 1 8 as a microscopic lens which

is a part of a microlens array that has ideally the same periodicity as the

pixels of SLM 30. The microlens 1 8 has focal length ideally identical t o the

smallest distance between the microlens center and the reflective surface of

SLM 30. Polarization filter 160 is a filter which absorbs light with specific

orientation of polarization and transmits light with polarization that is

parallel t o that which is absorbed. Micromirror 162 is a mechanically

moving (tilting) mirror of DMD SLM 30 which has orientation that reflects

incident light rays t o the direction in which they become intended part of

the light-field 26. Micromirror 164 is a mechanically moving (tilting) mirror

of DMD SLM 30 which has orientation that reflects incident light rays t o the

direction in which they do not become part of the light-field 26. The rays

168 are light rays that are diverted t o directions in which they do not

become parts of the light-field 26.



[0065] Fig. 1 a shows a front view on an alternative embodiment of an

augmented or mixed reality device comprising see-through box 134 with

embedded components of a light-field projector with SLMs located on the

outer sides of the transparent boxes.

[0066] Fig. 1 b shows a rear view on an alternative embodiment of an

augmented or mixed reality device comprising see-through box 134 with

embedded components of a light-field projector with SLMs located on the

outer sides of the transparent boxes.

[0067] Fig. 1 c shows a front view on an alternative embodiment of an

augmented or mixed reality device comprising see-through box 134 with

embedded components of a light-field projector with SLMs located on the

inner sides of the transparent boxes.

[0068] Fig. 1 d shows a rear view on an alternative embodiment of an

augmented or mixed reality device comprising see-through box 134 with

embedded components of a light-field projector with SLMs located on the

inner sides of the transparent boxes.

[0069] The arms of the glasses 170 are mechanical structures which are

supposed t o rest over the human ears and can contain electronics, battery,

or other functional components.

Description of Overall Structure of Invention

[0070] The overall structure of the light-field projector disclosed in this

invention comprises two essential components: an illumination source such

as the two-dimensional point-light array 28 and a fast reflective SLM 30.

The control driver 88 and 90 of the SLM 30 and of the point-light array 28

are synchronized 92 in order t o modulate a specific incident light-field such

as 38 or 40 with corresponding image such as 66, 68, 120, 122, 124 or 126

on the SLM 30. Each combination of a point-light in a point-light array 28

and the image displayed on the SLM 30 corresponds t o at least partial

information of the wide-aperture light-field 26. For instance, when the SLM



30 is illuminated with the incident light-field 38 produced with the point-

light 34, the projector creates the pinhole-aperture light-field 16. The

image on the SLM 30 for this point-light 34 must contain at least part of

the image information (such as a bit-plane of a certain color) of an artificial

scene as it is supposed t o be seen through the virtual pinhole 20. The

guiding optics 32 serves t o guide the incident light from the point-light

array 28 t o the SLM 30 and after the reflection from the SLM 30 t o the

output in the form of the wide-aperture light-field 26.

[0071] All particular embodiments of this invention contain these basic

components in alternative configurations and with alternative realization

of the guiding optics 32. For instance the guiding optics can contain

optional lenses and filters such as shown in Fig. 6 or the point-light array 28

can be inclined (or three-dimensional) in respect t o the optical axis of the

projector in order t o create the arrangement of virtual pinholes such as 20

and 22 also inclined (or three-dimensional) in respect t o the optical axis of

the projector.

[0072] Alternative embodiments of the disclosed invention are

configured t o combine the artificially projected light-field 26 with the

natural light-field produced by the real world 60. The smallest form-factor

embodiment of the see-through light-field projector uses a retroreflective

display comprising SLM 30 and a layer system 136 which together allow

that the locations point-light sources 28 and filtering mirrors 58 coincide

with each other.

Relationship Between the Parts of the Invention

[0073] A n eye pupil 10 of an eye 132 (see Fig. 1) receives a part of the

wide-aperture light-field 26 which is composed of plurality of pinhole-

aperture light-fields including the pinhole-aperture light-field 16 and

another pinhole-aperture light-field 18. The exit pupil given by the

aperture stop of the wide-aperture light-field 26 is larger than the pupil 10

in order t o project at least part of the light-field 26 into the pupil 10 even

in the case the pupil 10 is moving relatively t o the projector. The wide-



aperture light-field 26 carries the images of plurality of objects, such as the

distant object 12 and the near object 14, as seen through the plurality of

virtual pinholes such as 20 and 22. The virtual pinholes 20 and 22 are

located in the vicinity of the pupil 10 and have as small diameter as

technically possible. The retina 24 receives images of an artificial scene

with, for instance, distant object 12 and near object 14 and senses image

blur which is dependent on the distance of the observed objects and the

focal length of an eye 132 as illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3 . The light-field

projector engine 62 (see Fig. 10) comprises a two-dimensional point-light

array 28 which comprises plurality of point-lights including the point-light

34 and another point-light 36 which are sources of incident light-fields

including 38 and 40. A plurality of point-lights such as 34 and 36 illuminate

one after another in a fast sequence the reflective SLM 30 through a

guiding optics 32. The optics 32 comprises optional collimating lens 42

located between the point-light array 28 and the SLM 30, an optional total

internal reflection prism 44 which separates the desired light-field

modulated by the SLM 30 from other light-field components. The optional

optical elements such as the lenses 52 and 56 serve t o guide the light-field

reflected from the SLM 30 through the Fourier filter 54 before it enters the

eye-piece 46. The Fourier filter 54 removes, for example, diffraction

components from the light-field after the reflection from the SLM 30.

[0074] The SLM 30 and the active point-lights 98 in the point-light array

28 are synchronized via synchronization signal 92 between drivers 88 and

90 as illustrated on an example with four point-lights in the Fig. 7 . The

sequences 128 and 130 of SLM 30 illumination with the point-light array 28

are preferably changed in each subsequent sequence as illustrated on an

example in Fig. 8 in order t o maximally mix and densify the information in

the wide-aperture light-field 26. The mixing is important because only part

of the wide-aperture light-field enters the pupil 10 in each instant. The

image displayed on the SLM 30 for each point-light illumination can be a

one color bit-plane of the image as suggested in Figs. 7 and 8, but it can be

another partial information which the SLM 30 is able t o display in a fast

sequence. In case of binary displays such as the DMD (digital micromirror

device), the light-field can be composed of binary monochromatic images



of the same or similar intensity such as the images 120, 122, 124 and 126 in

the Fig. 7 or binary halftone images where the partial gray scale

information is determined by the density of bright pixels (see Fig. 7b).

Overlapping of the plurality of light-fields produced with binary

monochromatic images, especially the halftone images (see Fig. 7b), creates

an illusion of a color and intensity scale. Here, the expressions "binary

monochromatic images" and "halftone images" should be understood as

"monochrome dithered image", for example a grayscale image represented

in 1 bit black-and-white space with dithering (see

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dither). The guiding optics 32 can be set so

that the image plane of the spatial light modulator 30, as seen through the

optical system 32 from the position of the pupil, is outside the viewer's

accommodation range, for example in front of but less than 10 cm from the

pupil 10 or in a large distance behind the pupil 10. The reason for this

setting is that the viewer's eye 132 cannot focus on the image plane of the

SLM 30. Each pixel of each image component in this arrangement is slightly

blurred due t o imperfections of the optics 32. The resulting composed

image then feels naturally smooth.

Description of How the Invention Operates/Functions

[0075] Fig. 1 illustrates the underlying principle of the near-eye light-

field projector presented in this disclosure. The mechanism which provides

viewer's perception of realistic finite depth of field and correct eye

accommodation is based on the approximation of the full light-field, which

is supposed t o enter an eye pupil 10 from a virtual 3D scene with objects

such as 12 and 14, by composition of plurality of pinhole-aperture light-

fields such as 16 and 18. Each of the pinhole-aperture light-fields 16 and 18

enters the pupil 10 through a different virtual pinhole 20 and 22. The

virtual pinholes 20, 22 and another must be located near the eye pupil 10

so, that the light-field 26 which passes through them enters at least partly

and at least temporarily the eye pupil 10.

[0076] Each pinhole-aperture light-field, such as 16 and 18, creates on

the viewer's retina 24 an always-in-focus image such as 66 and 68 in Figs. 2a



and 2b. The images such as 66 and 68 correspond t o the images of a virtual

3D scene with objects 12 and 14 as seen from the viewpoints of the

corresponding virtual pinholes 20 and 22. The images 66 and 68 are

therefore not identical. Particularly, the positions of the images of the

objects 12 and 14, which are in different distances from the eye pupil 10,

are mutually shifted. This mutual shift, indicated by the dimension d in 68,

depends on the distances of the virtual objects 12 and 14 from the virtual

pinholes 20 and 22 and on the mutual distance of the pinholes 20 and 22.

In addition, and most importantly, the overall position of the images 66

and 68 on the retina 24 depends on the focal length of an eye 132. For

instance, when an eye is focused on the distance of the distant object 12

(the house), this object will be projected on the same place on retina 24

through both pinholes 20 and 22 while the two images of the near object

14 (the ant) in another distance will be shifted by d . When the pinhole-

aperture light-fields 16 and 18 enter the pupil 10 simultaneously or in a fast

sequence, the resulting image on retina 24 will contain both images 66 and

68. In this case, when the eye 132 is focused on the distant object 12 (the

house) the images of this object 12 on retina 24 will overlap and appear

only once while the image of the closer object 14 (the ant) will appear

double as illustrated on the image 70 in Fig. 2c. Oppositely, when the eye

132 is focused on the distance of the near object 14 (the ant) the resulting

image 74 will contain one image of the ant 14 and doubled image of the

distant house 12 as seen in Fig. 2e. Any other focus will create an image,

such as 72, with both objects doubled as illustrated in Fig. 2d.

[0077] When plurality of pinhole-aperture light-fields is summed, the

plurality of their individual images such as 66, 68, 120, 122, 124, 126 will

merge on the retina 24. The resulting image will therefore depend on the

focal length on an eye 132, distances of the objects from the virtual

pinholes, and on the number and of the virtual pinholes and their

distances. An example of resulting image 76 with nine pinholes arranged in

a rectangular array of three times three pinholes is seen in Fig. 3a when an

eye 132 is focused on the distant object 12, an image 78 in Fig. 3b when an

eye 132 is focused between the distant object 12 and the near object 14,



and an image 80 in Fig. 3c when an eye 132 is focused on the near object

14.

[0078] Finally, when the light-field 26 is composed of a high number

(such as hundred) of different pinhole-aperture light-fields, the resulting

image on retina will contain almost natural blur like seen in an image 82 in

Fig. 3d (focus on the distant object 12), an image 84 in Fig. 3e (focus

between the distant 12 and the near object 14), and an image 86 in Fig. 3f

(focus on the near object 14). This principle allows that an eye 132 can

focus on any object in any distance inside the accommodation range of the

eye 132, which results in overlapping of their images on retina 24 which

makes them appear sharp, while it blurs the composed images of objects in

another distances.

[0079] In the schematic diagram of the light-field projector device in

Figs. 4a-4c, the plurality of the pinhole-aperture light-fields such as 16 and

18 is temporally multiplexed and composes a wide-aperture light-field 26.

The light-field 26 reconstructs partly a full light-field that is supposed t o

enter the viewer's eye pupil 10. In the simplest schematic embodiment of

Figs. 4a-4c the device comprises two-dimensional point-light array 28

(which is viewed from a side in Figs. 4a-4c), fast reflective SLM 30 and light

guiding optics 32. Each step of the projection sequence consists of a

defined flash illumination of the SLM 30 with selected point-light such as

34 or 36 in the point-light array 28 through the optics 32 which guides the

incident radial point-light fields such as 38 and 40. The SLM 30 modulates

the amplitude (and optionally also phase) of the incident light-fields by a

selective reflection. For each illumination step with a selected point-light

such as 34 and 36, the reflective pattern corresponds t o a part of an image

of a virtual scene as seen through the corresponding virtual pinholes 20

and 22. The optics 32 guides the light-fields such as 38 and 40 t o reflect

from the SLM 30 and t o create (or project) the amplitude modulated light-

field cones 16 and 18. The light-field 16 which propagates through the

virtual pinhole 20 is ideally identical t o at least part of a pinhole-aperture

light-field information from a virtual 3D scene (resulting in a near-eye

projected image). The image on SLM 30 is controlled by the control



electronics 88 via image signal 94 which is synchronized via 92 with

illumination control circuit 90 which controls the illumination sequence of

point-light array 28 via the signal 96.

[0080] A more particular preferred embodiment of the light-field

projector disclosed here is shown in Fig. 5a. It contains a two-dimensional

point-light array 28 (seen from a side in Fig. 5a), optionally the collimating

lens 42, optionally a total internal reflection prism 44, a fast reflective SLM

30, and an eyepiece optics such as a lens 46. Whole system projects

sequentially light from the point-light array 28 through the optics 42, 44,

30, 46 where it is modulated by the SLM 30, t o the virtual pinholes such as

20 and 22.

[0081] Fig. 5b illustrates how a light-field from a virtual point object 48

in certain virtual distance is created. The light-field from the virtual point

object 48 is a sum of its corresponding rays in the plurality of pinhole-

aperture light-fields created one after another during a projection

sequence. For each active point-light from the array 28 a different image is

displayed on the reflective SLM 30. The virtual point object 48 is

sequentially displayed on the SLM 30 at locations of the source images of

the virtual point 50. As a result, the eye retina 24 receives in a fast sequence

plurality of light rays from the virtual point object 48. The position of the

image of the virtual point object 48 on the retina 24 depends on the focal

length of an eye 132. If the eye 132 is focused on the distance of the virtual

point object 48, the rays overlap on the retina 24 at one spot, if the eye 132

is focused on another distance, the image on retina will contain the image

of virtual point object 48 multiple times next t o each other which makes it

appear blurred. The number of images that are merged in this process

depends on the number of pinhole-aperture light-fields which enter the

pupil 10. The higher the number the more natural the image blur appears.

[0082] Fig. 7 illustrates the process of the sequential illumination of the

SLM 30 with the point-light array 28. The example in Fig. 7 contains only

four point-lights and four exemplar image components but an actual point-

light array 28 can contain thousands of point-lights and the images



thousands of components. The sequence of displayed image components

102 illustrates that the SLM 30 displays frames such as 108 during which the

SLM 30 displays an image component such as 110 or 112 which are

illuminated with corresponding active point-light 98 with the illumination

given by a time dependent function such as 114 or 116. The sequence of

exemplar image components 118 shows images 120, 122, 124 and 126

which contain mutually shifted objects according t o their virtual distances

form an eye pupil 10, the properties of the guiding optics 32, and the

position of an active point-light 98 in the point-light array 28. The sequence

of active point-lights 106 and the illumination sequence 104 together with

image sequence 118 can be in principle arbitrary depending on the process

of decomposition of a virtual scene into image components.

[0083] A n actual illumination and display sequence is however ideally

optimized for a specific purpose, and contains all components of a final

image with their correct partial intensities. The sequence can be composed

from binary images corresponding t o all gray scale bit-planes from Most

Significant Bit (MSB) plane t o the Least Significant Bit (LSB) plane which

have the color of the corresponding active point-light 98 in the array 28.

The colors of individual point-lights can be different. The partial intensity

of a bit plane in the final image is controlled by the relative length of

exposure in respect t o the length of a bit-plane frame 108. The intensity of

illumination can be realized by the length of a pulse as in the sequence

104, but also by pulse width modulation, with continuously controlled

intensity, or other means. The position of the active point-light, which is,

for instance, a Light Emitting Diode (LED) with a pinhole mask, is illustrated

by the sequence 106. The empty circles 98 illustrate that an LED emits light.

The full circles 100 mean that the LED is off. In a realistic application,

where it is not guaranteed that a light-field corresponding t o a specific

image component enters the viewer's pupil, it is desirable that each image

component is projected several times, each time with a different point-light

(according t o which the image component must be modified). For example,

in case of final image decomposed into individual bit-planes of different

intensities and colors, each bit-plane

(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bit_plane) should be ideally illuminated with



all point-lights. This is however unrealistic in most situations and therefore

the number of bit-plane repetitions for other point-lights must be

optimized. A suitable approach which does not require management of

image components with different significance (such as different brightness

of bit-plane components) is the use of halftone binary images Fig. 7b

where the gray scale is defined by density of bright pixels. All such image

components have identical significance.

[0084] Fig. 8 illustrates how the illumination and display sequence can

be shuffled during projection of one complete image. The example assumes

a ten times ten rectangular array of point-lights 28 and an image which is

decomposed into one or more 8-bit image components. The empty circles

indicate active point-lights 98 which emit light one after another in the

given sequence 128 or 130 in the order indicated by the adjacent numbers

in Fig. 8 . Each point-light can emit a different color. The key point is, that

the resulting light-field 26 which is created with the stroboscopic point-

light illumination of the SLM 30 contains as many pinhole-aperture light-

fields as technically possible during the period of the viewer's vision

latency. The complete image information per pinhole-aperture light-field

means that all bit planes of all colors are illuminated with the one

corresponding point-light. To achieve this, the illumination sequences must

be repeated with predefined transformations of the illumination patterns

such as that between sequences 128 and 130, until all bit planes are

illuminated with all point-lights with corresponding intensities. In an actual

implementation the number of bit-planes per point-light may be reduced

according t o specific limitations of individual cases for example due t o a

limited frame-rate, viewer's latency, size of the pupil aperture, type of

images (monochrome, gray-scale, RGB etc.). Practical tests show, that the

amount of projected information can be reduced as much as t o one bit-

plane per point-light with acceptable loss of resulting quality.

[0085] As already mentioned in another words above, the individual

images displayed by the SLM 30 in each illumination step can be also binary

monochromatic images, such as halftone images Fig. 7.b where the

brightness is determined by the density of bright pixels, that are



illuminated with different point-lights, with different colors but with the

same or similar intensity. The resulting sum of the multiple halftone images

Fig. 7.b that overlap on the retina 24 creates a scale of colors and

brightness. The temporal multiplexing of binary images of the same

intensity is convenient in the situation when the eye pupil 10 receives in

each instant unspecified subset of the wide-aperture light-field 26.

[0086] In the alternative embodiment of the disclosed see-through

mixed reality device in Fig. 11, the mixing of artificially projected light-field

with the natural light from the real world is performed by means of

sequential illumination of the reflective SLM 30 by point-light sources such

as 34 that are part of the point-light source array 28 and, in the

embodiment in Fig. 11, but also in Fig. 12, each point-light is embedded in

an element 29. The SLM 30 in the embodiment in Fig. 11 is illuminated

through the lens 52. When the incident pinhole-aperture light-field such as

38 is reflected from SLM 30, the reflected pinhole-aperture light-field 16 is

modulated by the pattern on SLM 30 and propagates again, but in the

opposite direction, through the lens 52 which concentrates the modulated

pinhole-aperture light-field 16 t o an apex, or in other words t o a virtual

pinhole such as 20, which, in the embodiment Fig. 11, is located at the

position of a mirror 58 or 59 of an element 29. The mirror 58 or 59 reflects

the modulated pinhole-aperture light-field 16 towards the eye pupil 10.

The mirror 58 or 59 acts as a Fourier filter which filters our diffraction

satellites that are present in the modulated light-field 16 due t o

interference of light reflected from the periodic pattern of small pitch

pixels at the SLM 30. The source element 29 and the filtering element 29

are in general in different locations which correspond t o images of each

other in the optical system. The filtering mirror 58 or 59 of a filtering

element 29 can be dislocated from the theoretically ideal position that is at

the location of the image of the illuminating element 29, because the real

light source element 29 does not have ideally zero aperture and the

retroreflection in a real system is not ideal which causes that the first order

image of the source (after modulation of its light by SLM 30) has non-zero

size at the location of the filtering element 29.



Unique Features of Invention

[0087] The near-eye light-field projector engine 62 provides

autonomous light-field 26 which is composed of temporally multiplexed

sequence of always-in-focus light-fields. The projector does not require any

information about the eye accommodation of a viewer in order t o provide

realistic monocular depth cues. Projection directly t o an eye pupil 10 and its

vicinity (in order t o cover the region of the pupil motion) reduces - in

contrast t o large 3D displays - the amount of information that must be

delivered t o and projected from the projector. Beside the monocular

perception of the image depth from an eye accommodation and an image

blur due t o the finite depth of field, a viewer senses distances of the

observed objects from the small mutual displacements of near 14 and

distant 12 objects when the pupil 10 moves. The optics of the projector 32

can be set so, that the projected objects have exact position in respect t o

the real world. The optics 32 and the projected light field 26 can be

arranged t o reduce or amplify the effect of the depth of field.

[0088] The fast sequential projection of the light-field components,

especially when the components consist of monochromatic binary images

of the same intensity, supports a realistic perception of moving objects. In

conventional displays, each frame with a moving object contains usually its

corresponding motion blur which improves the visual experience when a

viewer observes the static background or static objects in the scene. A

moving object is however perceived as blurred even when an eye tracks its

motion. In the real world, the moving object whose position is tracked by a

viewer's eye becomes sharp while the other objects, which move relatively

t o the tracked object, are perceived as having a motion blur. The light-field

projector 62 projects light-field components in tens of times faster rate

than conventional displays which means that an eye receives light-field

components each almost without a motion blur while the motion blur

experienced by the viewer is more realistic as it depends on which object is

tracked by the viewer.



[0089] The light-field projector can be constructed from relatively low

cost reliable mass produced components.

[0090] In combination with augmented reality glasses such as those in

the alternative embodiments in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, the light-field projector

62 can combine the light-field incoming from the real world 60 with the

light-field 26 reflected from mirrors 58 (or delivered through another

augmented reality optics), with correct monocular depth cues of all objects.

[0091] The range of distances which can be perceived in the light-field

26 is practically continuous and ranges from zero distance t o infinity.

[0092] The monocular depth cues produced with the projector 62 can be

combined with stereoscopic depth cues when each of the viewer's eyes

receives corresponding light-field from a different projector 62 such as in

the arrangement in Fig. 9 . Correct monocular depth cues in a stereoscopic

projector remove the so called vergence-accommodation conflict.

[0093] The composition of a final image from the plurality of image

components causes that the composed image has a higher resolution than

each of the image components.

[0094] The fact that the wide-aperture light-field 26 is composed of

pinhole-aperture light fields allows t o compensate imperfections of the

optics 32 by digital processing of the input images. The digital

compensation of optical errors may significantly reduce the price of optics.

[0095] The embodiments of the see-through projector with

retroreflective displays can be used t o construct compact and very small

form-factor mixed reality glasses.

How to Make the Invention

[0096] The preferred embodiment of the invention disclosed here can

be produced with a point-light array 28 made of plurality of light emitting



diodes of multiple colors such as red, green and blue, which are covered

with a mask containing an array of pinholes that can be produced by laser

cutting, micro-machining, or etching; o r each diode can be coupled with an

optical fiber whose output serves as a point-light. Numerous embodiments

of the point-light array can exist including use of fiber optics splitters,

moving diodes, moving mirrors etc.

[0097] The SLM 30 can be based on DMD (digital micromirror device) o r

FLCOS (Ferroelectric Liquid Crystal on Silicon), optionally in combination

with a total internal reflection prism 44 or polarization prisms and

conventional collimating lens 42 of appropriate focal length. The eye-piece

46 can be made of a single lens or mirror with relatively small focal length,

both optionally in combination with digital compensation of spherical and

chromatic aberration errors. A n eye-piece 46 can be based on a more

complex and optimized commercially produced wide angle eyepiece.

[0098] The optional filter optics contains at least one conventional lens

52 which creates Fourier plane of the incident light-field. The Fourier filter

54 with pinhole array can be made of optically non-transparent and non-

translucent plate with laser cut, drilled or etched pinholes or other filtering

pattern. The filter 54 can be alternatively arranged in a reflection mode,

where the pinholes or other filtering pattern are substituted with

micromirrors such as 58 in the embodiment in the Fig. 9, Fig. 10, Fig. 11, Fig.

12 . and Fig 15 .

[0099] A n array of elements 29 can be produced by conventional

microtechnology lithography steps with directional dry o r wet etching of

the openings for the light sources in the transparent holders 1 0 and 151,

and material deposition such as sputtering or evaporation of the light

absorbing materials 138, mirrors 58 and 59 and transparent electrodes 142

and 144. The arrays of microlenses 1 8 are already being commercially

produced with conventional microtechnology techniques. The grid of

mirrors 166 can be produced by dry etching of trenches into a transparent

substrate and subsequent chemical o r physical deposition of reflective



metal such as aluminium on the walls of the trenches and removing

(polishing) of the deposited metal from other surfaces of the substrate.

Alternative Embodiments of Invention

[00100] Fig. 6 illustrates more particular alternative embodiment of the

light-field projector disclosed in this invention. The reflective SLM 30 such

as DMD or FLCOS have typical pixel pitch around 10 µ η which results in an

appearance of diffraction components in the reflected light-field. The

embodiment in Fig. 6 therefore contains additional optics 52, which creates

an image plane of the point-light array 28 at the location of the Fourier

filter 54, and an eyepiece optics such as 56 and 46. The Fourier filter 54

transmits the modulated pinhole-aperture light-fields and blocks all

diffraction components of the light-field that were created between the

point-light array 28 and the Fourier filter 54. In practice, the Fourier filter

54 is a fixed pinhole array which is a scaled image of the point-light array

28. It is preferable that the pinholes on the filter 52 are large enough t o

minimize diffraction at their aperture, for example more than 300 µ η . On

the other hand, the size of point-lights in the array 28 can be as small as

possible as long as they provide enough light intensity. When the aperture

stop of each pinhole-aperture light-field is determined by the Fourier filter

54, the point-lights in the array 28 can have a larger diameter. Larger

diameter point-lights compensate variations of the reflection angles of

micromirrors in a DMD.

[00101] Figure 9 illustrates the versatility of the basic light-field

projection concept disclosed in this invention. The projector 62 in the

embodiment of Fig. 9 is a modification of the fundamental design from Fig.

5a. The point-light array 28 in Fig. 9 is inclined in respect t o an optical axis

which causes that the image plane of the point-lights, which contains the

virtual pinholes such as 20 and 22, is inclined too. This arrangement of

projection can be accompanied with optical elements, such as the lens 52,

which are also inclined in respect t o the optical axis, and with

corresponding transformation of the input images. The projected pinhole-

aperture light-fields can be reflected from small inclined mirrors such as 58



at locations of the virtual pinholes such as 20 and 22 and directed t o the

viewer's eyes 132. The mirrors 58 can be placed on the surface or

embedded inside transparent glasses in order t o combine the artificial

light-field 26 with the light-field from the real world 60. Such embodiment

constitutes an augmented reality system. The mirrors 58 serve also as a

Fourier filter which removes diffraction components from the light field 26.

[00102] Figure 10 is an example of a practical arrangement of an

augmented reality device comprising of two light field-projectors 62 and

two arrays of inclined mirrors 58 on thin transparent glasses 64. The wide-

aperture light-field 26 can be also injected into any suitable waveguide

which guides the light-field 26 from projector t o the eye pupil 10.

[00103] Figure 11 is an alternative embodiment of the see-through box

for an augmented or mixed reality device in which the location of each of

the plurality of elements 29 coincides with the location of an image of the

same or another element 29 in the optical system with the lens 52 and

reflective surface of SLM 30. Since each element 29 comprises a point-light

source such as 34 or 36 (while all point-light sources constitute the point-

light array 28) and a mirror 58 or a semi-transparent mirror 59, each

element 29 serves simultaneously as a source and a mirror in the Fourier

filter 54. Figure 11b shows that the point-light source 34 in an element 29

emits the radial pinhole-aperture light-field 38 which propagates through

the lens 52, reflects from SLM 30 and propagates as a modulated light-field

16 again through the lens 52 t o the apex of the cone of the pinhole-

aperture light-field 16. The apex is the image of point-light source 34 and it

is the virtual pinhole 20. Their location in this embodiment coincides with

the location of a mirror 58 or 59 in another element 29. The another

element 29 therefore serves as a filter which filters-out higher order

diffraction satellites that were created by the reflection from SLM 30, from

the light-field 26 and, at the same time, as a mirror which deflects the

pinhole-aperture light-field 16 with desired angle t o the eye pupil 10.

Figure 11c shows that the another point-light source 36 creates its image

and the virtual pinhole 22 at mirror 58 or 59 of yet another element 29. The



plurality of elements 29 hence works as an illumination source (point-light

array) and a Fourier filter at the same time.

[00104] Figure 12 is an alternative embodiment of the see-through box

for a augmented or mixed reality device in which each element 29 is at the

same time the point-light source and the filter of its own light-field. Figure

12b shows that the point-light 34 in an element 29 emits light-field 38

which is modulated by SLM 30 and, due t o the presence of the layer system

136, is retro-reflected as a light-field 16 back t o the initial element 29.

Hence the location of point-light source 34, its image, the filtering mirror

58 or 59, and the virtual pinhole 20 have the same location at the same

element 29. Figure 12c shows that another element 29 with another point-

light source 36 has the same properties and performs the same operation

with incident light-field 40, modulated light-field 18 and the virtual pinhole

22. Figure 12d shows this alternative embodiment of the see-through box

134 with envelopes of simultaneously all pinhole-aperture light-fields

which compose the artificially projected light-field 26. In real device the

number, density and distribution of elements 29 in the transparent box 64

is expected t o be different. Especially the number and density of elements

29 must be higher in order t o create high quality light-field 26 and wide

field of view. A device with large number of elements 29 can be operated

in a mode where a only a subset of all elements 29 is active (performs

repetitive illumination sequence) and provides light-field 26 from virtual

objects that are located in the field of view determined by the position of

the pupil 10 and the active elements 29. This mode allows t o provide high

quality light-field image of the projected objects which cover a narrow field

of view and, at the same time, possibility t o cover large field of view by

changing the subset of active elements 29. In other words, the light-field

information can be projected from any section of a large field of view, but

only a narrow field of view can be filled with projected light-field at a

given moment in order t o provide detailed image of an object in a specific

location. Mixed, augmented or virtual reality content can be created with

this regards. Especially the mixed reality applications may exploit the fact,

that a viewer sees the real world and the virtual object can occupy only a

fraction of the full field of view at any specific moment. In the case of



virtual reality (but also the mixed reality), the high quality image of a

virtual object can be projected for a narrow section of the full field of view

where the high density of elements 29 is active and where the viewer is

optically and mentally focused while the sections of the field of view which

correspond t o the viewer's peripheral vision are provided only with low-

quality light-field with low density of active elements 29. The latter could

be improved by using an eye tracking which identifies the direction of

viewer's visual attention.

[00105] Figure 12e, 12f and 12g show the alternative embodiment of the

see-through light-field projector 134 with retroreflective display comprising

the layer system 136 and SLM 30 which are located outside the transparent

box 64 and where the incident light such as 38 or 40 and the light-field 26

propagate outside the box 64.

[00106] Figure 13 describes several exemplar embodiments of the inner

structure of the element 29. The idealized element 29 in Fig. 13a comprises

a point-light source 34 and a partly-transparent and partly-reflective

circular mirror 59 with diameter between 50 and 500 µ η . The point-light

source emits the radial light-field 38 which is modulated and retro-reflected

from SLM 30 with layer system 136 as a radial light-field 16. The light-field

16 is reflected from mirror 59 t o the eye pupil 10. The reflection from

mirror 59 filters out the diffraction satellites created by the modulation of

the incident light on SLM 30 from the light-field 26. The embodiment of

element 29 in Fig. 13b represents a possible practical realization of the

element 29 with light-source 34 such as single color LED with light forming

optics 140 which, together with the light-absorbing coating 138, shapes

and homogenizes the radial light-field 38, powering wires 142 and 144

which provide voltage and current t o LED 34. These elements are attached

t o or deposited on a transparent holder 150. The light-source 34 can emit

multiple colors which requires corresponding number of powering wires.

For instance four wires for a three color LED. The semitransparent mirror 59

through which the light-source 34 illuminates the SLM 30 can be deposited

on another transparent holder 1 1 which is in contact with the transparent

holder 150.



[00107] Figure 13c is an embodiment of element 29 with fully reflective

mirror 58 (although it can be in principle also semi-transparent mirror)

placed next t o the point-light source 34 which has identical or similar

construction t o that in Fig. 13b. The mirror 58 ideally covers up the light-

source from the point of view of the pupil 10. Embodiments of element 29

in Fig. 13d and Fig. 13e are alternatives t o the embodiments of element 29

in Fig. 13b and Fig. 13c. Here the point-light source 148 is not an active

electronically powered light-source, but a diffusing element 148 which is

illuminated by a concentrated light-beam 146 from sources 37 as shown in

Fig. 13g.

[00108] Two basic embodiments of the layer system 136 which, in final

consequence, causes retroreflection of light modulated by SLM 30, is shown

in Fig. 14. The layer system 136 in Fig. 14a and Fig. 14b comprises an array

of microlenses 1 8 which have focal length corresponding t o the minimal

distance between the center of the microlens 1 8 and the reflective surface

1 6 of SLM 30. The SLM 30 in this example is assumed t o be the FLCOS

which, hence, requires presence of a polarization filter 160 in the path of

the incident rays 4 1 and the reflected rays 27 between the element 29 and

reflective surface 1 6 of SLM 30. The filter transmits only one polarization

component of incident ray 4 1 which propagates through a microlens 1 8 t o

the reflective surface 1 6 of the SLM 30. The incident ray 4 1 is either

reflected with the same polarization from a bright pixel 1 2 which allows

the transmit the reflected ray 27 through polarization filter 27, or is

reflected from a dark pixel 1 4 with rotated polarization which causes that

the reflected ray is blocked by the polarization filter 160. Figure 14b

illustrates absorption of a ray in the polarization filter 160 after its

reflection from the dark pixel 154.

[00109] Figure 14c and Fig. 14d illustrate another realization of a

retroreflective display comprising layer system 136 and a reflective SLM 30.

SLM 30 in this example is assumed t o be DMD, but can be in principle any

reflective light modulator. The layer system 136 comprises a grid of mirrors

166 that are parallel and perpendicular t o each other and perpendicular t o

the mirrors corresponding t o bright pixels.



[001 10] Each mirror 162 corresponding t o a bright pixel of SLM 30

constitutes with mirrors 166 a cube corner retroreflector. Fig. 14d illustrates

also a reflection of an incident ray 4 1 from a mirror corresponding t o a

dark pixel 164. The mirror 164 is not perpendicular t o the grid 166 and does

not constitute a cube corner retroreflector. The ray 168 is therefore

deflected t o a direction in which it does not participate on the formation of

the light-field 26.

[001 11] The SLM 30 can be in principle any reflective light modulator and

the disclosed embodiments are supposed t o be illustrative and not

restrictive. Indeed the SLM 30 can be even transmissive light modulator

combined with a reflective surface.

[001 12] Figure 1 illustrates how the see-through light-field projectors

134 can constitute compact wearable mixed reality glasses. The SLM 30 with

necessary control electronics 88 AND 90 can be located on the outer side of

the glasses as seen in front and rear views of the glasses in Fig. 1 a and Fig.

1 b respectively, or can be located on inner sides of the glasses as seen in

front and rear views in Fig. 1 c and Fig. 1 d respectively.

[001 13] The present embodiments are t o be considered as illustrative and

not restrictive, as the invention is not t o be limited t o the details given

herein.



Reference Numbers and Symbols

10 - pupi l 92 - synchronization signal

12 - distant object 94 - image signal

14 - near object 96 - illumination signal

16 - pinhole-aperture light-field 98 - active point-l ight

18 - another pinhole-aperture light-field 100 - inactive point-light

20 - virtual pinhole 102 - sequence of image components

22 - another virtual pinhole 104 - illum ination on/off

24 - retina 106 - position of an active point-l ight

26 - wide-aperture light-field 108 - image frame

27 - rays of radial light-field modulated by SLM 110 - image component

28 - point-light array 112 - another image component

29 - element with source of radial light and a 114 - illumination step
mirror 116 - another illum ination step
30 - spatial light modulator SLM 1 8 - image component sequence
32 - guiding optics 120 - displayed image component
34 - point-light source 122 - displayed image component
36 - another point-light source 124 - displayed image component
37 - source of collimated light beam 126 - displayed image component
38 - incident radial light-field 128 - image sequence
40 - another incident radial light-field 130 - another image sequence
4 1 - rays of incident radial light-field 132 - eye
42 - col limator 134 - see-through box
44 - total internal reflection prism 136 - layer system
46 - eyepiece 138 - light absorbing coating
48 - virtual point object 140 - element

0 - source images of virtual point object 142 - transparent powering wire
52 - convex lens 144 - transparent powering wire
54 - Fourier filter 146 - light beam
56 - adjusting lens 148 - light diffusing element
58 - inclined mirror 150 - first transparent holder
59 - partly-transparent mirror 151 - second transparent holder
60 - real world 152 - bright pixel of a reflective SLM
62 - light-field projector engine 154 - dark pixel of a reflective SLM
64 - glasses, transparent box 156 - reflective surface of the SLM
66 - always-in-focus retinal image 158 - m icrolens
68 - another always-in-focus retinal image 160 - polarization filter
70, 72 - composed retinal image 162 - micromirror of DMD display (bright pixel)
74, 76 - composed retinal image 164 - m icrom irror of DMD display (dark pixel)
78, 80 - composed retinal image 168 - light rays reflected from the micromirror
82, 84 - composed retinal image corresponding t o a dark pixel

86 - composed retinal image 170 - arms of the glasses

88 - display control electronics 171 - frame

90 - illumination control electronics 172 - visual axis



Claims

1. Light-field projector for projecting a near-eye projected image

to the eyes of a user, comprising:

a light source (28) comprising a plurality of illumination point-

lights (34, 36) configured for sequentially emitting a plurality of incident

light fields (38, 40);

a spatial light modulator (30) configured for providing a

sequence of source images;

the spatial light modulator (30) being further configured for

modulating each of the incident light-fields (38, 40) in accordance with the

source images such as t o project sequentially a plurality of pinhole-aperture

light-fields (16, 18), each pinhole-aperture light-fields (16, 18) carrying a

light-field component from the source image;

wherein each sequentially projected pinhole-aperture light-field

(16, 18) forms an intersection virtual pinhole (20, 22) through which the

component from the source image can be seen, each virtual pinholes (20,

22) having an aperture stop which is determined by the size of the

illumination point-light (34, 36) and being spatially shifted in relation with

each other, the near-eye projected image being seen through the plurality

of virtual pinholes (20, 22).

2 . The light-field projector according to claim 1,

wherein the plurality of sequentially projected pinhole-aperture light-fields

(16, 18) form an intersection wide-aperture light-field (26).

3 . The light-field projector according to claim 2,

wherein the wide-aperture light-field (26) has an aperture stop which is

determined by the size of the illumination point-lights (34, 36) and large

enough such that the plurality of sequentially projected pinhole-aperture

light-fields (16, 18) can enter at least partly an eye pupil (10) of a user.



4 . The light-field projector according t o claim 3,

wherein the diameter of the exit pupil of the wide-aperture light-field (26)

is between 5 mm and 100 mm.

5 . The light-field projector according t o any one of claims 1 to 4,

comprising an optical device (32) configured for guiding said plurality of

incident light fields (38, 40) from the light source (28) t o the spatial light

modulator (30), and for guiding the pinhole-aperture light-fields (16, 18)

between the spatial light modulator (30) and the wide-aperture light-field

(26).

6 . The light-field projector according t o any one of claims 1 t o 4,

wherein the spatial light modulator (30) comprises a fast reflective spatial

light modulator, a digital micromirror device or a ferroelectric liquid crystal

on silicon.

7 . The light-field projector according t o any one of claims 1 to 5,

comprising a display control electronics circuit (88) configured for

producing a sequence of source images ( 1 10, 112) on the spatial light

modulator (30).

8 . The light-field projector according t o any one of claims 1 to 6,

comprising an illumination control electronics circuit (90) configured for

providing a signal for controlling the plurality of illumination point-lights
(34, 36).

9 . The light-field projector according t o any one of claims 1 to 7,

wherein the plurality of illumination point-lights (34, 36) of the light source

(28) are arranged in a one, two or three-dimensional array.

10. The light-field projector according t o claims 7 and 8,

wherein the illumination control electronics circuit (90) configured for

illuminating a sub-ensemble of the plurality of point-lights (34, 36)

according t o a time sequence function.



11. The light-field projector according to any one of claims 4 to 9,

wherein the optical device (32) comprises a collimator (42) configured for

transforming the incident light fields (38, 40) into planar waves.

12 . The light-field projector according t o any one of claims 4 t o

10,

wherein the optical device (32) comprises a first optical element (44)

configured for reflecting pinhole-aperture light-fields (16, 18) having a

reflection angle larger than total reflection angle.

13 . The light-field projector according to any one of claims 4 to

11,

wherein the optical device (32) further comprises a Fourier filter (54)

between the spatial light modulator (30) and the wide-aperture light-field

(26).

14. The light-field projector according t o any one of claims 4 to

12,

wherein the optical device (32) further comprises a convex lens (52)

configured for performing optical Fourier transformation of the reflected

pinhole-aperture light-fields (16, 18).

1 . The light-field projector according t o any one of claims 4 to

13,

wherein the optical device (32) further comprises a second optical element

(46) configured for concentrating the reflected pinhole-aperture light-fields

(16, 18) within the wide-aperture light-field (26).

16. The light-field projector according t o any one of claims 1 to

14,

wherein the source images comprise monochrome dithered images

comprising a plurality of pixels, the density of bright pixels determining the

brightness.



17 . Augmented reality device destined t o be worn by a user,

comprising the light-field projector according t o any one of claims 1 t o 16;

wherein the point-light source (28) and the spatial light modulator (30) are

arranged such that the pinhole-aperture light-fields (16, 18) are projected

along the visual axis ( 172) of at least one eye ( 132) of the user, such as t o

reach the eye retina (24), when the augmented reality device is worn.

18. The augmented reality device according t o claim 17,

wherein, when worn by the user, the point-light source (28) and the spatial

light modulator (30) are arranged outside a visual field of the eyes ( 132);

and

wherein the light-field projector comprises a mirror (58, 59) configured for

reflecting the pinhole-aperture light-fields (16, 18) along the visual axis

( 172).

19. The augmented reality device according t o claim 18,

wherein the mirror (58, 59) is comprised on the surface of, or embedded

inside, a transparent glass (64, 134).

20. The augmented reality device according t o claim 19,

wherein the glass comprises a see-through box (134) comprising a plurality

of elements (29); and

wherein each element (29) comprises an illumination point-light (34, 36),

such that the plurality of elements (29) forms the point-light source (28).

2 1. The augmented reality device according t o claim 20,

wherein the mirror (58, 59) is included in each element (29);

the plurality of elements (29) being arranged in the see-through box ( 134)

such that each of the pinhole-aperture light-fields (16, 18) is reflected by

the mirror (58, 59) included in one of the elements (29) along the visual axis

( 172).

22. The augmented reality device according t o claim 20 or 21,

wherein each of said plurality of element (29) comprises a first transparent



holder ( 150) containing the mirror (58, 59) on a second transparent holder

( 151).

23. The augmented reality device according t o claim 22,

wherein the first transparent holder ( 150) comprises a light absorbing

coating ( 138) and a light forming optics (140).

24. The augmented reality device according t o claim 22,

wherein the first transparent holder ( 150) contains a light diffusing

element (148) illuminated by a light beam (146), and the mirror (58, 59)

comprises a light absorbing coating ( 138).

25. The augmented reality device according t o any one of claims

18 t o 24,

wherein the mirror (58) comprises a Fourier filter configured for removing

diffraction components from the wide-aperture light-field (26).

26. The augmented reality device according t o any one of claims

18 t o 25,

wherein the mirror (58) comprises a plurality of partially or totally

reflective, sub-mirrors arranged in an array, each sub-mirror reflecting one

of the pinhole-aperture light-fields (16, 18).

27. The augmented reality device according t o claim 26,

wherein the sub-mirrors have a diameter between 250 µ η and 2000 µ η .

28. The augmented reality device according t o any one of claims

20 t o 27,

wherein the spatial light modulator (30) is comprised at one side of the see-

through box ( 134); and

wherein a lens (52) is comprised between the see-through box ( 134) and

the spatial light modulator (30), such that the incident light fields (38, 40)

pass through the lens (52) before reaching the spatial light modulator (30).



29. The augmented reality device according t o any one of claims

20 t o 27,

wherein the see-through box (134) comprises a layer system ( 136)

functioning as a retro-reflective display in combination with the spatial

light modulator (30).

30. The augmented reality device according t o claim 29,

wherein the layer system ( 136) is comprised between the see-through box

( 134) and the spatial light modulator (30), such that the incident light fields

(38, 40) are retro-reflected by the layer system ( 136) and the spatial light

modulator (30) before reaching the spatial light modulator (30).

3 1. The augmented reality device according t o any one of claims

19 t o 30,

wherein the spatial light modulator (30) is physically separated from the

see-through box ( 134).

32. The augmented reality device according t o any one of claims

29 t o 31,

wherein the layer system ( 136) comprises one of: a microlens array, a grid

of parallel and perpendicular mirrors.

33. The augmented reality device according t o any one of claims

29 t o 32,

wherein the spatial light modulator (30) comprises a polarization rotating

reflecting layer ( 156); and

wherein the layer system ( 136) comprises a polarization filter (160) and a

microlens array with lenses ( 158) with focal length equal t o the smallest

distance between the lens and the polarization rotating reflecting layer

( 156).

34. The augmented reality device according t o any one of claims

29 t o 32,

wherein the reflective SLM (30) comprises tilting mirrors (162); and

wherein the layer system ( 136) comprises a grid of fixed reflective surfaces



(166) that are parallel or perpendicular t o each other and perpendicular t o

the mirrors (162) in the position corresponding t o an active bright pixel.

35. The augmented reality device according t o any one of claims

17 t o 34,

wherein the near-eye projected image is combinable with a distant image

formed by light-fields coming from objects at distance vision (60).

36. The augmented reality device according t o claim 35,

wherein the near-eye projected image occupies a portion of the visual field

of the eyes ( 132).

37. The augmented reality device according t o claim 36,

configured such that the near-eye projected image is formed at

predetermined positions relative t o the distant image.

38. The augmented reality device according t o any one of claims

19 t o 37,

comprising eyeglasses, each glass of the eyeglasses comprising the mirror

(58, 59).

39. The augmented reality device according t o any one of claims

20 t o 37,

comprising eyeglasses, each glass of the eyeglasses comprising the see-

through box ( 134).

40. Method for operating the augmented reality device, according

t o any one of claims 18 t o 39, comprising:

displaying a sequence of source images ( 1 10, 112) on the spatial

light modulator (30);

illuminating the displayed source images ( 110, 112) with the

light-field of radial rays (38, 40);

wherein a sub-ensemble of the plurality of point-lights (34, 36) is

illuminated according t o a time sequence function.



4 1. The method according t o claim 40,

wherein the near-eye projected image is combinable with a distant image

formed by light-fields coming from objects at distance vision (60); and

wherein the near-eye projected image is combined with the distant image

by sequential illuminating the displayed source images ( 110, 112) with the

light-field of radial rays (38, 40).
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